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Abstract:

The GMDH (Group Method of Data Handling)-type neural networks with a feedback loop have been proposed in our

early work.

The architecture of these networks is generated by using the heuristic self-organization method that is the basic

theory of the GMDH method.

The number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in the hidden layers are determined so as

to minimize the error criterion defined by Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC). Furthermore, the optimum neurons that can
handle the complexity of the nonlinear system are selected from a variety of prototype functions, such as the sigmoid function,
the radial basis function, the high order polynomial and the linear function. In this study, the GMDH-type neural networks with a
feedback loop is applied to the identification of large-spatial air pollution patterns.

The source-receptor matrix that represents a

relationship between the multiple air pollution sources and the air pollution concentration at the multiple monitoring stations is
accurately identified by using the GMDH-type neural networks with a feedback loop. The identification results of the GMDHtype neural networks are compared with those identified by other identification methods.
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1. Introduction
The GMDH-type neural networks with a feedback

models have been derived using various methods for the

loop have been proposed in our early works [1]. The

identification problem of large-spatial air pollution patterns.

GMDH-type neural networks can organize the optimum

The GMDH model[2],[3], the multilayered neural network

multilayered neural network architecture by using the

model [5],[6], the combined model of the source-receptor

heuristic self-organization method [2],[3]. In each layer,

matrix and the GMDH, the combined model of the source-

numerous intermediate variables are combined with each

receptor matrix and the neural networks, and the physical

other to generate the optimum neuron architectures. The

models, have been proposed [7].

intermediate variables are the outputs of the previous layer.

matrix was usually estimated by the physical model or a

They describe the partial characteristics of the nonlinear

linear regression analysis with limited accuracy [8]. In this

system and each combination successively increases the

paper,

complexity of the neural networks.

In the conventional

relationship between the multiple air pollution sources and

GMDH-type neural networks [4], the outputs of the neurons,

the air pollution concentration at the multiple monitoring

which are the intermediate variables, are used as the input

stations is accurately estimated by using the GMDH-type

variables of the next layer and are combined each other, so

neural networks. Then the air pollution concentration

the complexity of the neural networks increases rapidly. In

patterns at the large area are identified by using estimated

the GMDH-type neural networks with a feedback loop in

source-receptor matrix. The identification results of the

this study, the outputs of the neurons are not combined with

GMDH-type neural networks are compared with those

each other but they are combined with the input variables of

identified by other identification methods.

the

source-receptor

Here, the source-receptor

matrix

that

represents

a

the system. Therefore, the complexity of the neural network
increases

gradually and

a more accurate

structural

2. GMDH-type neural network algorithm with a

identification of the nonlinear system can be carried out

feedback loop [1]

through the layers.

The

GMDH-type

neural

networks

which

have

In this paper, the GMDH-type neural networks with a

multilayered neural network architectures are automatically

feedback loop are applied to the identification problem of

organized by using the heuristic self-organization method

large-spatial air pollution patterns.

[2],[3] and the structural parameters such as the useful input

Numerous air pollution
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variables, the number of layers, the number of neurons in a

(5) The fifth type neuron.

hidden layer and the optimum architectures of the neurons

Σ: (Nonlinear function)

in a hidden layer, are automatically determined in this

zk= w1ui+w2uj+w3uiuj+w4ui2+w5uj2+w6ui3+w7ui2uj
+w8uiuj2+w9uj3 - w0θ1

algorithm. It is very easy to organize the optimum neural
network architectures which fit the complexity of the

f : (Nonlinear function)

nonlinear system.

yk= exp ( - zk2)

The GMDH-type neural networks in this paper has a

Σ: (Linear function)

GMDH-type neural networks.

zk= w1u1+w2u2+w3u3+…+wrur - w0θ1

By using the loop

calculation, the neural network architectures are organized

f : (Nonlinear function)

by degrees.

yk= exp ( - zk2)

[1]

(7)

The first loop calculation.

( r<p )

(12)
(13)

The seventh type neuron.

Σ: (Linear function)

First, the original data are separated into training and
testing sets. Then the architecture of the input layer is

zk= w1u1+w2u2+w3u3+…+wrur - w0θ1

organized.

f : (Nonlinear function)

< The input layer>

yk= a0+a1zk+a2zk2+… +amzkm

(j=1,2,…,p)

(11)

(6) The sixth type neuron.

feedback loop. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the

uj=xj

(10)

( r<p )

(14)
(15)

Here, θ1=1and wi (i=1,2,… ) are weights between the

(1)

where xj (j=1,2,…,p) are the input variables of the system,

neurons and estimated by applying the stepwise regression

and p is the number of input variables. In the first layer,

analysis [10] to the training data. The output variables yk of

input variables are set to the output variables.

the optimum neurons are called intermediate variables.

<The hidden layer>

<The output layer >
In the output layer, the outputs of the neurons in the

Many combinations of the input variables are generated.

hidden layer are combined by the following linear function.

For each combination, optimum neuron architectures which
fit the characteristics of the nonlinear system are

L

Φ * = a 0 + Σ a k yk

automatically selected by using AIC [9] out of the following

(16)

k=1

seven types of neurons. Figure 2 shows the architectures of
the neurons.

Here, L is the number of combinations of the input variables

(1) The first type neuron.

and yk is the intermediate variables.

Σ: (Nonlinear function)

intermediate variables yk are selected by using the stepwise

zk= w1ui+w2uj+w3uiuj+w4ui2+w5uj2+w6ui3+w7ui2uj

regression analysis [10] in which AIC [9] is used as the

+w8uiuj +w9uj - w0θ1
2

3

variable selection criterion. Then, the estimated output

(2)

values Φ* is used as the feedback value and it is combined

f : (Nonlinear function)
yk= 1 / (1+exp ( - zk))

with the input variables in the next loop calculation.

(3)

[2]

(2) The second type neuron.
Σ: (Nonlinear function)

The second and succeeding loop calculations.

In the second and succeeding loop calculations, the
2

2

3

estimated output value Φ * is combined with the input

2

zk= w1ui+w2uj+w3uiuj+w4ui +w5uj +w6ui +w7ui uj
+w8uiuj +w9uj - w0θ1
2

The useful

3

variables. First, many combinations between the estimated

(4)

output value Φ * and the input variables are generated.

f : (Linear function)
yk= z k

(5)

The same calculation as the first loop is carried out for each

(3) The third type neuron.

combination. If the value of AIC in the linear function (16)

Σ: (Linear function)

is increased, the loop calculation is terminated and the

zk= w1u1+w2u2+w3u3+…+wrur - w0θ1

( r<p )

complete neural network architecture is organized.

(6)

f : (Nonlinear function)

By using the above procedures, the GMDH-type neural

yk= 1 / (1+exp ( - zk))

(7)

networks with a feedback loop can be organized.

(4) The fourth type neuron.

3.

Σ: (Linear function)

pollution patterns.

zk= w1u1+w2u2+w3u3+…+wrur - w0θ1

( r<p )

In the case of regional environmental planning and

(8)

f : (Linear function)
yk= z k

Application to the identification of large-spatial air

impact assessment, it is necessary to estimate the spatial
(9)

distribution pattern of each air pollution source at a large

2
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area. For this purpose, the source receptor matrix presenting

model has been proposed to use in order to estimate each

the relationship between each air pollution source and the

element of the source-receptor matrix but physical model

air pollution concentration at each monitoring station is very

has limitations in practical applications because complex

useful [8]. For estimating the source-receptor matrix, it has

factors such as topography, down wash and down draught

been proposed to use physical model such as plume model,

can not be easily taken into account in the model

puff model and box model and furthermore non physical

theoretically.

model such as a linear regression model. On the other hand,

been proposed to use a regression analysis of the spatially

the combined model of the source-receptor matrix and the

distributed data obtained from wind tunnel experiments or

GMDH, and the combined model of the source-receptor

the computer simulation of the air pollution diffusion for a

matrix and neural networks have been proposed for monthly

single source.

or

yearly

average

prediction

of

the

air

pollution

So instead of using physical model, it has

In this paper, the GMDH-type neural networks with a

concentration at a large area [7].

feedback loop is organized by using synthetic data obtained

In this study, the source-receptor matrix is estimated by

by the computer simulation of the air pollution diffusion.

using the GMDH-type neural networks with a feedback loop

Each element of the source receptor matrix is estimated by

and then the air pollution concentration pattern at a large

the GMDH-type neural networks.

area are identified by using estimated source-receptor matrix.

3.2

The identification results are compared with those identified

GMDH-type neural networks with a feedback loop

Estimation of the source-receptor matrix by the

by other models such as the combined model of the source-

If there is an air pollution source of intensity one at the

receptor matrix and the GMDH, and the combined model of

coordinates (4,4) and the diffusion rate of the pollutant are

the source-receptor matrix and neural networks.

0.2, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.1, a steady-state pattern of the spatially

3.1 Source-receptor matrix [8]

distributed air pollution concentration is obtained by

It is assumed that an air pollution model used for monthly

computer simulation as shown in Fig.3 (b).

The GMDH-

or yearly average prediction of air pollution concentration

type neural networks with a feedback loop can estimate each

can be described by the following equation for single air

element of the source receptor matrix by using the data such

pollution source

as the distribution pattern shown in Fig.3 (b).

c=f⋅q

(17)

Fig.4 shows the input and output variables of the

where c is the air pollution concentration at the monitoring

GMDH-type neural networks. The input variables are the

station, q is the emission intensity of pollution source and f

coordinates Xi1, Yi1, Xi2, Yi2, … ,XiN, YiN at the monitoring

is a coefficient determined by various conditions such as the

station and the output variables are elements of the source

pollution source, the diffusion field and the atmospheric

receptor matrix f1,f2,…,fN.

stability. For multiple sources, the following equation is

networks are organized in order to estimate the elements of

used.

source-receptor matrix for each air pollution source,

The GMDH-type neural

therefore the number of neural networks is N.

N

ci = Σ fj(Xij,Yij) qj,

i=1,2,…,M,

j=1,2,…,N

3.3

(18)

j=1

Identification of large-spatial air pollution patterns
In this study, a spatially distributed pattern of air

r

where

s

r

s

Xij=Xi -Xj , Yij=Yi -Yj , ci is the air pollution

pollutant emitted from three air pollution sources is

concentration at the i-th monitoring station, qj is the

identified by using the source-receptor matrix estimated by

r
i

r
i

emission intensity of the j-th pollution source, (X ,Y ) are

GMDH-type neural networks with a feedback loop. It is

the coordinates of the i-th monitoring station, (Xjs,Yjs) are

assumed that there exists three air pollution sources at the

the coordinates of the j-th pollution source, M is number of

coordinates (2,4),(4,2) and (4,6) as shown in Fig.5 (a).

monitoring stations, and N is number of pollution sources.

steady-state air pollution concentration pattern shown in

Eq. (18) can be written as

Fig.5 (b) is obtained as the results of the computer

c=Fq
where

T

c =(c1,c2,…,cM)
T

(19)

simulation of the air pollution diffusion. The data underlined

(20)

in Fig.5 (b) are assumed to have been observed at the

(21)

monitoring stations.

, fN)

(22)

0.2,0.2,0.5 and 0.1.

fiT= ( f1i , f2i , … , fMi)

(23)

q =(q1,q2,…,qN)
F= ( f1 , f2 , …

A

The diffusion rate of the pollutant are

The GMDH–type neural networks with a feedback loop

Here F is called as source-receptor matrix.

are organized by using the data of each air pollution source

Physical model such as plum model, puff model and box

and each elements of the source receptor matrix are

3
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estimated by organized neural networks.

The estimation

and other identification models.

results for the air pollution source (2,4) are shown as

The identification results were compared with those

follows:

identified by other models [7] such as the combined model

(1) The input variables.

of the source-receptor matrix and the GMDH, the combined

Four variables Xi1,Yi1,Xi12,Yi12 are used as the input

model of the source-receptor matrix and the neural networks,

variables of the GMDH-type neural networks.

the neural networks model, and the source-receptor matrix

(2) The number of selected neurons in the hidden layers.

estimated by the regression analysis. Table 1 shows the

Four neurons were selected in the hidden layers.

comparison of the GMDH-type neural networks and other
identification methods. Fig.8 shows the block diagram of the

(3) The architecture of the neural networks.
The calculation of the GMDH-type neural networks was

prediction system using the combined model. Here,

terminated at the seventh loop calculation.

prediction procedures of the combined model are as follows.

(4) Variation of AIC

First, a source-receptor matrix was estimated by a regression
The

analysis and this source-receptor matrix was used as a rough

values of AIC decreased gradually by the feedback loop

Variation of AIC [9] in (16) is shown in Fig.6.

model of first-order approximation. Then, the difference

calculations and converged at the seventh feedback loop

between the output of the real system and the output of the

calculation.

rough model was identified by the GMDH [2],[3] or the

For the other air pollution sources at the coordinates

neural networks [5],[6]. The estimated values of the source-

(4,2) and (4,6), the same estimation results were obtained.

receptor matrix were modified by these difference values.

Three GMDH-type neural networks were organized and the

From Table1, the estimation accuracy J1 and J2 of the

source receptor matrix was estimated completely as follows.

source-receptor matrix estimated by the GMDH-type neural

0.002
F=

0.002

networks are much smaller than those of the source-receptor

0.000

0.073

0.009

0.000

0.115

0.020

-0.043

matrix estimated by a regression analysis. Estimation
accuracy J2 of the source-receptor matrix estimated by the

(24)

⋅

⋅

⋅

GMDH-type neural networks is smallest in the prediction

⋅

⋅

⋅

models. We can see that good estimation accuracy can be

0.340

obtained by using the source-receptor matrix estimated by

0.2164

0.000

the GMDH-type neural networks.

Air pollution concentrations were calculated by using
estimated source-receptor matrix (24) when the intensities
of air pollution sources qT was (1,2,3). Fig.7 shows the

4.

identified air pollution pattern.

can automatically organize the optimum neural network

(5) Estimation accuracy at observed points.
The estimation accuracy at observed points was

architecture by using the heuristic self-organization method

evaluated by using the following equation

and so it is very easy to apply them to the practical complex
problem. In this study, the GMDH-type neural networks

25

J1= Σ | Φi*-Φi| / Φ i

with a feedback loop were applied to the identification

(25)

i=1

where Φ

Conclusion
The GMDH-type neural networks with a feedback loop

problem of large-spatial air pollution patterns.

The source-

(i=1,2,…,25) were the observed values and Φi*

receptor matrix that presents a relationship between the

(i=1,2,…,25) were the estimated values by the source-

multiple air pollution sources and the air pollution

receptor matrix.

concentration at the multiple monitoring stations was

i

J1 is shown in Table1.

accurately estimated by the GMDH-type neural networks

(6) Estimation accuracy at unobserved points
The estimation accuracy at unobserved points was

with a feedback loop. Then, the large-spatial air pollution

evaluated by using the following equation.

pattern was identified by using the source-receptor matrix
estimated by the GMDH-type neural networks. The

24

J2= Σ | Φi*-Φi| / Φ i

identification results of the GMDH-type neural networks are

(26)

i=1

where Φ

compared with those identified by other identification
(i=1,2,…,24) were actual values and Φi*

methods and it is shown that the GMDH-type neural

(i=1,2,…,24) were the estimated values by the source-

networks are easy to apply for the identification problem of

receptor matrix.

large-spatial air pollution patterns because the optimum

3.4

i

J2 is shown in Table1.

neural network architecture is automatically organized so as

Comparison of the GMDH-type neural networks

4
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ui

to minimize AIC. It is also more accurate than other
identification methods.

Σ
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Table 1

Comparison of the GMDH-type neural networks
and other identification methods

((b) Output data
Fig.5

Input and output of the simulator for multiple

AIC

sources [8]
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